
P R E S S  K I T

HEALTHY LIGHT
The fabric absorbs sunlight, becomes energized, and produces 
red and near-infrared light, that are clinically proven to promote 
health, wellness and performance.   

SMART UV
Light-Energized Apparel smartly recycles both UVA and UVB into 
healthy light, resulting in natural UV protection (often UPF 50+).  

SHADE EFFECT
Lumiton’s SunShift shirt heats up less in sunlight than typical 
apparel because the fabric doesn’t hold onto the sun’s energy.  

Lumiton is launching Light-Energized Apparel with the SunShift, a casual 
athletic T-shirt. Pre-orders will be available through Kickstarter beginning 
September 25, 2018.

The SunShift is a great fit for all activities and fitness levels, as the benefits of 
red and near-infrared light help cells regardless of your activity; making it great 
for a relaxing day at the beach or a strenuous outdoor workout.

The SunShift is just the start of the light-energized revolution. Wardrobe staples 
and workout must-haves are in the pipeline including tanks, pants, accessories 
(socks, hats) and a line of performance sleeves (arm, elbow, wrist, knee, calf).

“We are a startup technology company and do not compete with other 
brands. We would like Lumiton to be recognized as the first company that has 
integrated laser technology into daily wear apparel for the purpose of offering 
health and wellness benefits to all.” Gates Hinds, Lumiton Co-founder

BREAK IT DOWN FOR 
ME, WHY IS LUMITON 

TECHNOLOGY A 
GAME-CHANGER?
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AVAILABLE NOW?

CAN LUMITON’S  
“WEAR HEALTHYTM” 

TECHNOLOGY INCREASE 
ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE?

DOES “LIGHT-ENERGIZED 
APPAREL” WORK JUST AS 

WELL INDOORS?

Lumiton Light-Energized Apparel produces red and near-infrared light for the 
body. Clinical and scientific studies show red and near-infrared light positively 
impact overall wellness, and specifically increase ATP production (cellular 
energy) and increase blood oxygenation which are two important drivers of 
improved performance. 

Lumiton Light-Energized Apparel is optimized and works best in sunlight where 
external light is abundant and intense. However, the technology works indoors 
but with less efficiency.

LUMITON’S KICKSTARTER 
LAUNCHES ON TUESDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 25.



HOW IT WORKS READY TO LIGHT IT UP WITH LUMITON?

GATES HINDS
CO-FOUNDER

MARCO SCIPIONI
CO-FOUNDER

FARAMARZ FARAHI
SCIENTIFIC ADVISOR

Gates is a Managing Director at the Charlotte, NC office of Seaport Global, a full-
service mid-size investment bank, where he focuses primarily on sourcing and 
arranging family office investments. An attorney licensed in both Alabama and 
North Carolina, Gates grew up in Alabama, received a B.A. in English from Duke 
University, and his J.D. from the University of Alabama School of Law.

For Gates Lumiton is a rare opportunity to bring to life a technology that will 
improve people’s quality of life.

Marco Scipioni is originally from the Veneto region of Italy. Marco served in the 
paratrooper Division Folgore of the Italian army and then made his way to the U.S. 
to attend university. Marco found himself in the heart of the textile and technology 
industries while attending the University of North Carolina at Charlotte where 
he completed a B.S. and M.S. in physics, and doctorate in optical science and 
engineering otherwise known as the “study of light”. 

Having trained and competed as a triathlete, Marco’s passion for performance 
activities and love of optical physics were instrumental in the co-founding of  
Lumiton.

Marco resides in Charlotte with his wife and two children.

Faramarz is a professor of physics and optics at the University of North Carolina 
at Charlotte. He has more than 30 years of experience in the field of optics 
with interests in optical sensors (ranging from physical sensors to chemical and 
biological sensors), periodic structures and their sensing applications, optical 
metrology, and computational imaging. Professor Farahi has published more than 
200 peer-reviewed articles in various scientific journals. He also holds several 
patents and has co-authored a book in the area of optics. 

Professor Farahi welcomed his role with Lumiton as he feels the technology is 
exciting and has far-reaching implications.
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